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Narrative practices
• Developed by Michael White and David 

Epston, 1990



Narrative Therapy

• Narrative therapy born in the 1980s in Australia and New Zealand by 
Michael White and David Epston (1990). 

• Social Constructionist philosophy (Gergen, 1999) – people’s identities 
are relational constructions organised into “narratives”. 

• People build their lives through stories, and people are also multi-
storied in their lived experiences (Freedman and Combs, 1996). 

• People do not have one true story



Narrative perspectives: a shift

• We shift away from our positions as “helpers”, no longer being the 
expert on another’s life. 

• We walk with our patients, without falling to the temptation of 
knowing what is best for them.

• People already have skills, competencies, knowledges and abilities 
that enable them to respond to the problems of life. 

• Shift away from telling people what to do, towards being curious, 
asking questions, and enquiring about the usefulness of existing 
resources people have available. 



Social Work with Patients experiencing End 
Stage Renal Dialysis: Context



For the resources today

www.fareez.sg

http://www.fareez.sg/


Narrative perspectives: Working with an 
individual with chronic illness
• Looking beyond the “patient undergoing ESRD”

• Conversations with 2 Patients 

Other Identities Chronic Illness



2 ideas for “therapeutic conversations”

• Narratives of Strengths Conversations

• The Journey metaphor: identifying and expanding on turning points



Narratives of Strengths Conversations



Strengths as Intentional Practices Vs Strengths 
as Characteristics



Using the Strengths Perspective in our 
conversations
• Sometimes discussions about strengths can be too thin

• Just identifying strengths may not be sufficient in creating rich stories



Placing Strengths Into 
Storylines (Ingamells & 

Epston, 2012)

• Sometimes just highlighting strengths can be 
too one-dimensional

• Narratives of strengths interviews can be an 
alternative way to identify and embed 
strengths in our clients’ past present and 
future. 

• Working to uncover the stories behind the 
strengths 



Strength Based Interviews: 4 Steps

• Identifying skills, abilities and strengths

• Explore history of skills, abilities and strengths

• Explore legacy of skills abilities and strengths

• Explore the future of the talent



Identifying skills, abilities and strengths

• Use of an experience near name

• Ensuring resonance of the strength in our everyday lives

“What would you call this ability or skill that came out from this event?”

“What would your trusted friend have said about what your strength was, if they 
see you doing this?”

“As you are telling me about this event, what would you name this skill that you 
have?”



Identifying Experience near name for 
resources used…
• Far: So if she was here and she heared you sharing about this difficult 

period that you both had gone through, what would she say about the kind 
of person you are? Because you said she’s the person who’s very sayang
right? What will she say about the kind of person you are?

• Mr S: I don't know.. Maybe you can ask her yourself
• Far: But she’s not here mah. What do you think she might say la?
• Mr S: I think she might say now that I was a... if I say that I will be like 

masuk bakul angkat sendiri
• Far: (laugh) Sometimes you want people to hear you say the things you 

are doing is good what 
• Mr S: I think she will say that I am quite resourceful and then you know.. 

and.. and.. creative ah



Identifying Experience near name for 
resources used…
• Mr A: No, I don’t talk. I’m learning. Sometimes when you talk ah, I don’t 

like to hear so many stories because sometimes I don’t understand. 
Honest, I not professional. But I like to see about people, understand about 
your life. Because, my..my condition always no good because I always say 
complaining. Why instead of complaining no good, why should I complain 
good? Why I just go through, because, until now God give me life. Until 
now, one day I die that will be a different thing.

• Far: Just now you say that even though your friend might be drunk, then 
make a lot of noise, you just say ok, It’s ok, I go and sleep.

• Mr A:Hmm.. Pray for him ah. Pray for him.. the only thing you..
• Far: When you say that.. Is that part of looking forward? Or is it something 

else?
• Mr A: Looking forward ah. 



Explore history of skills, abilities and strengths



History of Strengths

Far: Hmm ok.. And this.. But where do you learn this resourcefulness 
and creativity..? Is it something you just learn on your own or someone 
pass it to you or..?

Mr S: My late father.. My late father was a mechanic so I go home he 
has a lot of tools.. Hm… He has a lot of tools at home. A lot of tools. So 
I teach myself, how to use the tools er… not only to er.. create things.. 
or to  to repair things…also destroy things. I know I remember using his 
drills, using his saws to destroy his wooden cabinet ahh ya..



History of Strengths

• Mr S: Ya.. I think so ah.. Must be because.. physically he was about the 
same as me.. His left hand, when he was young, when he was in during the 
Japanese Occupation, er.. A bomb exploded near, close to him so his 
[inaudible] hit his left arm here so that causes his er.. muscle to..

• Far: This was the world war..
• Mr S: Second world war. So his hand like this ah, cannot . But still can ride. 

But he still can ride motorcycle and ride vespa. 
• Mr S: Still can repair, can do his work
• Far: Ok.. So even though he had that problem in his hand, he still carry on. 

He jaga the whole family?
• Mr S: Ya ya the whole family. He raise us all 7 of us, including my mother. 

So that..i think that positivity come from him.



History of Strengths

• Far: But how do you learn how to become a joker? Is it when you 
were young, you’re someone who always to joke?

• Mr A: No la, last time I don’t joke. Last time I joke I criticise people.. 
Ahh

• Far: Then how you learn to become someone who jokes and laughs 
and…

• Mr A: I.. I start change.. I start change..

• Far: 3 years ago ah?

• Mr A: No la start changing..when go to church, start learning 
things.



Explore legacy of skills abilities and strengths



Legacy of Strengths

Mr S: Yes, I am sure my children sees that in me.. Although while we were 
struggling, my kids were still young. I mean, my first and second, it was 
about... they were already in Secondary 2 or 3 so they already understand 
life also right.. They already teenagers already.

Far: So your son would say that Abah is someone who is creative and 
resourceful and… ok.. Er.. what do you say about your positivity? How were 
you able to show that positivity?

Mr S: Because positivity I always teach all of my children.. Not only my 
daughter but all of my children and then my children are from.. from.. Since 
young i’ve been.. err.. not myself directly teaching them but I also ask them 
to.. or teach them.. send them to religious classes. Since young.. Since they 
young until now, I make sure that they follow up with the religious classes.  



Explore the future of 
the talent

• Invite person to predict where this strength might 
be applied in various domains of their life and 
relationships

“How can this skill, ability or strength be useful for 
you in future situations?”

“Has knowing or talking about this skill led you to 
think differently of yourself?”



Moving Forward

• Far: So if you.. If we fast forward to the present right, and you talked about 
how you manage to find back the hope after 3 years ago when things were 
really down. How do you think positivity, or resourcefulness or creativity, 
how do they play a role in making you [inaudible] in that situation ah? 
Difficult question ah.. (laugh) I mean one is definitely you believing and 
connecting with God to help you. But I’m also wondering, how do you use 
that positivity to bring yourself up from the challenges you faced?

• Mr S:Well because being positive, that positivity has pull me out from my, 
its not like very big depression but its still when i was feeling down its 
depressed, already depression. So that positivity, so the fact that that 
positivity pull me out from that depression, I think its.. It is something big 
ah.



Moving Forward

• Far: So it’s not so much about the cooking, it’s more about cooking 
and being able to give others?

• Mr A: No la. I mean it’s the love to you give to others. To love a person 
is not easy. When you talk ah, “Oh I love you” or whatever you don’t 
give things ah, people also boring. You give things then from there ah, 
you show your love then people will say, oh you concern about them. 
Because I lost everything. You see ah, I lost family, I lost my brother, I 
lost my sister. I lost my daughter. I lost my relatives. Then the only 
thing I doesn’t lost, is God. But I when I want to.. God love human. I 
mean if I hate human, I will also hate God because God create human.  



Journey Metaphor

• Life can be likened to a journey. And certain 
transitions can be considered mini journeys.

• Vejen Frem: The way forward
• Focusing on the vision at the end of the road

• Marianne Elbrond from Denmark

• Journey methodology developed by my 
colleague Shan to engage children facing 
multiple stressors





Life’s a journey, so what are the stories we 
share about them? 
“The simple, short answer to the question ‘what makes humans different?’ is 
this: story

…it’s a type of story that historians call ‘collective fictions’…complex made up 
stories that make sense of the world around us and as we collectively 
believe in them, enable us to cooperate on all sorts of things…”

“Narrative psychology is about ‘inward facing’ stories: the tales we tell 
ourselves about who we are… ‘outward facing’ stories, the sort of tales we 
tell other people… they are also good for happiness…”

Wallman, 2019: 42

“Time and How to Spend it”



Vonnegutt’s Hero’s journey



Problem Stories

Onset of chronic 
illness



Problem Stories

Game of Thrones



An alternative story

How did I redefine myself after the 
onset of chronic illness?

How was I able to reach a state of 
“stability”?

What values was I able to hold on 
to? 

What values did others appreciate 
in me?

How was I able to continue living 
my life the way I wanted to live it?

What hopes did you hold on to in 
this journey?

What lessons would others 
appreciate from your experience?

What quotes, songs rituals are 
important?





Going down the hole…

• Mr S: About 3 and a half, 3 and a half years ago when I got that infection on 
my left lung.. And when the doctor, renal doctor came to see me, I knew 
already that I have to already undergo dialysis on a regular basis

• Far: Ok

• Mr S: Then you know I lost hope because why I was praying a lot hopefully 
that I won’t become a dialysis patient. But in the end also, I have to 
undergo dialysis. So, I was.. I was quite down ah because of that.. Because 
of my family support and also I think largely because of my religious 
education and so on that I cannot be.. I cannot lose hope. I cannot be.. 
How to say ah? Er… Like in Malay “Putus asa with Allah”…



Going down the hole…

• Far: So that..that 4 years ago when you just found out about the.. 
the.. your illness.. Was it sudden or something that happened over 
time?

• Mr A: Sudden ah.. I start thinking, what I do wrong in life. So I start 
thinking, about the bad thing I done, so it’s for me ah. When I have 
sickness ah, as I say it is a blessing for God to teach me, to become a 
good person. To become to.. understand about others. To.. when you 
see somebody, you pray for others. You love your neighbour, you love 
your friend, you love every body. That, I’m learning, but I’m difficult 
lover ah but I’m still learning to love people.



Responding to challenges

• Mr A: Ah.. Then after that I like to go to.. to.. coffee shop, then I 
drink coffee. I like to.. I love to drink alone. I’m learning myself ah, 
because I don’t mix around ah, not because eh.. about people bad, 
I’m the one who bad. Because I cannot, I don’t want to listen what 
people say. But mostly ah, people ah, when you have a group you 
always talk about other people, then you..you..you are going to.. I 
mean like addition ah, you want to throw all these [inaudible].

• Far: So you are saying part of being strong is..is about learning to be 
by themselves.



Looking for turning points

• Far: But how…Ya.. Sorry.. Like erm.. how do you change, like initially, 
you were feeling very down, did something happen? 

• Mr S: The changes is not overnight ah. A little bit by bit, have to like 
have to tell myself even though it is like a life sentence it doesnt have 
to be like… have to make it better somehow.. Better in a sense that I 
have to acc.. First I have to accept that, accept the fact I have to 
undergo the dialysis and then if i feel sad... all the way I have to feel 
sad all the way then it’s only will be worse for me. Far: Ok.. So you 
said this thing which I thought was very powerful. You said, “first I 
have to start to accept it.”



Thickening Turning Points

Mr S: …I had to teach myself sometimes to accept the fact that I have 
to undergo dialysis and this is all God’s will.

Far: So it’s telling yourself that this is God’s will.. So, when you are able 
to tell yourself that “I should accept what’s happening.”, does it say 
anything about..er.. any value that you hold in your life? Any character 
trait about yourself that it might…

Mr S: Ya.. My family played a big part also in my transformation. From 
being gloomy to acceptance of that fact. So, my wife always tell me, 
you have to go through, you have to accept this.. You cannot be just be 
“putus asa”. And so on..



Identifying Turning Points

Mr A: Illness.. My.. my brother said.. You got this kind of thing.. It’s recently 
ah. I got dialysis ah. Then my brother said, “this is a sin that you do. That’s 
why God give you things, unpleasant things.” I said,” No what, God give me 
unpleasant things ah, sure he take my life away and then put me 
somewhere. But I said this is the time God ask me to wake up to become, 
more a good person.” So..
Far: So at that point of time your brother was saying things like “you.. this 
one happen to you because you sin in your life” ah?
Mr A: So..since it's a sin of my life, my brother said ah.. it is true that.. I 
mean “you become a Muslim,then it’s good for you. You can go heaven, you 
do good things.” But I tell my brother, I said ah.. To me ah, God see from your 
heart, because I say ah, so many religion, so many thing. Nobody can.. Before 
you die ah, nobody can tell you, you go to hell or you go to heaven. 



Hopes and Dreams: Evaluating

• Mr A: No ah, actually when I think back ah, when I think back ah.. It’s 
nothing bad what. I mean, is nothing..nothing.. I mean, God give me 
rest, I get plenty of time to rest, plenty of time to see things. I’m still.. 
would still.. being blessing, God still gives me food, I still get things. 
Like.. like I don’t know la I if [inaudible] but in a way also, God still 
helping me. So why should I complain things ah when I already.. when 
I still receive good things?

• Far: So now when you look back at what happen, it’s a blessing ah?



Moving Forward

• Documenting of strengths that can be tapped on in times of distress

• Responding to chronic illness through “experience-near” strategies

• Finding useful strategies to empower patients
• E.g. sharing of skills in group work processes

• Sharing of stories with professionals, and family members

• Legacy building for patients, acknowledging their identities beyond 
Chronic illnesses

• Writing Letters for patients, documenting preferred stories

• Creation of Communitas (Collective documents)
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